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Equine Care
Care for a horse’s paddock, and horses in the paddock

Element 1: Maintain the paddock to obtain optimum feeding potential and provide
supplementary feeding when pasture fails to meet the horses’ requirements.

Element 2: Maintain paddock facilities to ensure safety and working efficiency.
Element 3: Manage a group of horses in a paddock.

ASSIGNMENT
All work must be in your own words, and without plagiarism.

Your name, the date, unit number and version number must be on all sheets before handing in.

Name: __________________________________________________________   Date: ____/____/____

1) Give 8 factors that need consideration when assessing the suitability of a paddock for 
horses.

2) Using the general horses-per-acre Rule of Thumb, what is the minimum acreage required 
to maintain three horses?

3) Give four non-poisonous pasture weeds commonly found in New Zealand horse paddocks.

4) Describe the method of removal most suitable for each of the plants listed above.

5) List three poisonous plants commonly found in New Zealand horse paddocks.

6) Briefly explain the effects these plants may have on horses.

7) What is the ideal pH for good pasture soil?

8) Continual grazing makes soil become acidic. Give two disadvantages, in relation to horses, 
of acidic soil. What is the best way to combat acidic soil?

9) What time of year should nitrogenous fertiliser be used on horse pasture?

10) Supplementary feed is necessary when pasture no longer meets feeding requirements. Give 
five reasons why the pasture may be unable to meet feeding requirements.

11) Name three types of hay suitable for horses.

12) Give two reasons why regular removal of manure is necessary when grazing horses.

13) Give two methods of managing manure in horse paddocks.

14) What is cross-grazing? 

15) Give two ways that cross-grazing can improve horse pasture.



16) Give one advantage and two disadvantages for the following stocking methods
a) set stocking
b) rotational stocking

17) Give two reasons for regularly cleaning out water troughs.

18) Why should horse paddocks include shelter?

19) Give one advantage and two disadvantages for the following types of shelter
a) shelter belt
b) sheds
c) single trees

20) Give the two most commonly used types of wire used in New Zealand fencing.

21) Give two advantages and one disadvantage of using the following fencing materials
a) post and rails
b) wire
c) hedges
d) wire with timber top

22) Give two advantages and one disadvantage of the following types of gates
a) tubular steel
b) wooden


